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Sofiel Castien

Sofiel Castien is a player character played by SirSkully

Sofiel Castien
Species & Gender: Caelisolan Elysian Female

Year of Birth: YE 13
Occupation: Maintenance Engineer

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: ECV Raven

Physical Description

(disclaimer, the measurements are the first ones I pulled from the Random Body Measurements
Generator, and I vowed to go with the first result I got so there)

Sofiel stands at 5’5” with bodily measurements of 36c-28-40 on her semi-athletic frame with a weight of
54kg. Her large, dove wings are the same ashen blonde colour that is so common amongst her family
members, her hair also carries this colour. Her wavy hair is kept mid-length and frames her pale, soft-
featured face with her round eyes being a brilliant golden colour.

Sofiel can always be found with her ash-coloured beanie on her head and a pair of comically large
welding goggles over that, she tends to clad herself in simple yet hardy clothing, winter jackets, shirts
and jeans to go along with a pair of large hiking boots.

Personality

Sofiel is generally a shy yet somewhat bubbly – if not a little awkwardly so - person, not one to speak out
of line but happy sit down and have a conversation with good company, when faced with stress she tends
to burrow into her work rather than talk about what troubles her, not wanting to make her emotions
somebody else’s problem.

To her, nothing is better than escaping into a good book or manual of some sort with a cup of piping hot
tea in her hand, it’s one of the ways she spends her free time when she’s not fixing something or
tinkering with it, finding cramped spaces to be the most comfortable place to do so for some reason.

History

Sofiel was born into a family where the motto was “If it can’t be fixed, fix it”, engineers, tinkerers and
masters of cobbling things together. She was the youngest child, with an older brother and the eldest
child being the older sister, both of whom Sofiel always looked up to.
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While they were great parents, they were almost always away with work, so the kids had to look after
each other. Of course, the kids showed aptitude in the family business of putting back together what
others broke, putting herself through additional education and eventually finding a job in a humble
engineering firm with an equally humble reputation, but it was honest and that’s what mattered to her.

Through a family friend who heard from their uncle’s sister in law, Sofiel became aware of a position
open on a ship for an engineer, that ship was the ECV Raven. Well she saw this as a good chance to get
away for a bit without leaving her hands idle, so she sent out an application and nervously awaited the
response.

She received a location and a time.

Skills Learned

Engineering: not only a fixer of broken things, Sofiel also builds things from designs of her own and
others.
Maintenance and repair: if something is built, it will eventually fail and of course being her job,
hobby and everything in between, Sofiel has this covered
Technology Operation: Not only good with grease and steel, Sofiel is also well versed with silicone
boards, adjusting clock speeds and precision soldering amongst other things based around refined
electronics.

Social Connections

Family

Sorath Castien (Father)
Uriel Castien (Mother)
Ariel Castien (Sister)
Seraph Castien (Brother)
Azazel Castien (Estranged Uncle)

Inventory and Finance

Sofiel Castien has

Adrenaline Utility Gear
ECV Raven uniform
Self-made, industrial-strength plasma cutter

3000 KS
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OOC Information

In the case SirSkully becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO

Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Sofiel Castien
Character Owner SirSkully
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